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Abstract. Tags are arbitrary social labels carried by agents. When agents
interact preferentially with those sharing the same Tag, groups are formed
around similar Tags. This property can be used to achieve desired group
coordination by evolving agent’s Tags through a group selection process. In this
paper Tags performance is for the first time compared by simulation with
alternative mechanisms for coordinated learning in multiagent systems
populations. We target open systems, hence we do not make costly assumption
on agent capabilities (rational or computational). It is a requirement that
coordination strategies prove simple to implement and scalable. We build a
simulator incorporating competition and cooperation scenarios modeled as oneshot repeated games between agents. Tags prove to be a very good coordination
mechanism in both cooperation building for competitive scenarios and agent
behavior coordination for fully cooperative scenarios.
Keywords: Tags, group selection, multiagent systems, coordination, prisoner’s
dilemma, cooperative games

1 Introduction
Tag-based coordination has already been evaluated for the Iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma, (IPD) game and one-shot PD contexts. In this paper we contribute to evolve
the sate of the art in Tag-based coordination in a twofold manner. First we build in a
simulator the TagWorld [HALES00] model for the one-shot PD, and we evaluate the
performance of Tags compared with alternative algorithms for multiagent systems
(MAS) coordination. Second, we evaluate the Tag mechanism in a different scenario,
a pure coordination game, accomplishing the same comparative study as for the PD.
The results here can be useful for researchers aiming to use Tags as a coordination
mechanism for engineering purposes.
An open system can be defined as one in which the structure of the system itself is
capable of dynamically changing. The characteristics of such a system are that its
components are not known in advance, can change over time and can consist of
highly heterogeneous agents implemented by different people, at different times, with
different software tools and techniques [SYCARA98]. Open systems incorporating

high uncertainty are captured by the models used here, one-shot PD and one-shot pure
coordination game.

1.1 Tag Mechanisms
The problem of coordination arises in (MAS) due to the distributed nature of the
control exercised by the agents. Complexity and heterogeneity issues apply in open
MAS, increasing enormously the costs of coordination. High dynamicity levels are
also common in open systems, with agents entering and leaving in the system
continuously (e.g. P2P systems), further complicating scalability. High levels of
autonomy required by the agents are also in permanent conflict with coordination
mechanisms. Distributed systems technologies (e.g. P2P, Grids) evolve more and
more into open MAS systems, inheriting this problematic. We provide a coordination
mechanism relevant for both selfish and cooperative agents in large, open MAS.
Recent trends in both distributed systems and MASs try to tackle the problem of
coordination in MAS from a bottom-up point of view, studying the global properties
that emerge from component/agent interaction. Tags can be used as powerful
emergent coordination mechanism for MAS populations. Holland [HOLLAND93]
first proposed the concept of Tags as markings or social cues attached to individuals
(agents) and observable by others. Agents maintain and modify Tags on themselves
and a team is formed by only collaborating with agents with the same Tag or some
other condition. It is important not to mistake this concept of Tags with the
collaborative Tagging phenomena [GOLDER05], so fashionable nowadays. The Tags
we refer to in this paper are arbitrary social labels which do not convey any explicit
meaning. Real-life examples of that kind of Tags are gang signals, native tongue and
accent, skin color, etc. The Tags referred to in collaborative Tagging conveys
meaning and are used to annotate semantically items to simplify further Tag-based
search.
Riolo [RIOLO00] has described a number of Tagging approaches to address the
IPD. Riolo outlines basic forms of Tagging: fixed-bias Tagging, variable-bias
Tagging and evolved-bias Tagging. Tags promote the emergence of cooperation
between agents even in the single round PD scenario [HALES00]. These techniques
are attractive since they don’t require centralized or third party reputation systems, the
monitoring of neighbor behavior or the explicit programming of incentives. They also
can be used in highly dynamic environments. The results from the single round PD
scenario are especially interesting for the engineering of large-scale open distributed
systems, since this situation is closer to a real highly dynamic open system, where
heterogeneous agents are continuously entering and leaving the system, potentially
accounting just for short term interactions.
In a basic Tag model simulation (TagWorld, [HALES00]), each agent maintains a
strategy and a Tag (both can be initialized at random). Interaction involves pairs of
agents playing a single round of PD. The Tag variable needs to have a quite big space
available for variation (a full integer range suffices). This variable has no direct effect
on the PD actions selected by the agent but is observable by all other agents. In this
setting, a very simple algorithm is applied trough a number of rounds: First agents
interact preferentially with other agents sharing the same Tag; then agents evolve

following an evolutionary algorithm which preferentially reproduces agent’s
strategies that have collected bigger payoffs. Probabilistic mutation factors on both
Tag and action variables are applied. The evolution of the population interacting
following the prescribed mechanism precipitates a kind of “group selection” process
in which those groups (each group being defined by a Tag) which are more
cooperative tend to predominate but still die out as they are invaded by non
cooperative agents. By constantly changing the Tag variable value (by reproduction
of those with higher payoffs) the agents produce a dynamic process that leads to high
levels of cooperative actions.
Notice that agents remain free to choose the actions cooperate or defeat. They still
act in a selfish manner pursuing their own interest. However they commit to apply
and respect the Tag algorithm. For more discussion elaborating on the implications of
such requirement, see [MCDONALD05] and [ARTECONI07]. Extensive
experimentation varying a number of parameters showed that for a big enough Tag
space, high levels of cooperation quickly predominated in the population.
Additionally, the fact that the system can recover from a state of total non-cooperative
actions to almost total cooperative actions (under conditions of constant mutation)
demonstrates high robustness. The Tag-based mechanism produces an efficient,
scalable and robust solution based on very simple individual learning methods
(modeled as reproduction and mutation).

1.2 Evaluating Tag Mechanisms
Provided the huge amount of work on MAS learning mechanisms, and the growing
literature on Tag mechanisms, we state in this section motivation and targeted
contributions of this paper. The paper aim is to further investigate the performance
and the applicability of emergent coordination mechanisms based on Tags. Most of
Tag-based related work is concerned with cooperation building in IPD settings (see
all the papers in section 2). A few exceptions target applications of Tags in scenarios
others than this. Notably, applications into realistic P2P scenarios are shown in the
work by Hales [HALES04a], [HALES05], [HALES06]. Also other tentative
applications have been query routing and processing for Peer-to-Peer web search
[WEIKUM05], preventing free-riding in Grid Virtual Organizations coordination
[CHAO06] and modeling the dynamics of firms [MOLLONA05].
We identify two important features missing in all this previous work. First, all the
scenarios are targeting either cooperation building/free-riding controlling (all the IPDbased studies and the work on P2P systems by Hales) or competitive scenarios where
agents have incentives to behave in opposition to the interest of the rest of the agents
in the system (the rest of applications). What can we expect about the applicability of
Tags into fully cooperative domains? Are Tags useful in those cases? Second, most of
the Tag studies have been conduced relatively aside of the related body of work in
MAS. Agent systems community has developed a number of learning algorithms
which prove simple enough to be used by reactive agents in open systems
environments. What knowledge about Tag mechanism can we derive by comparing
its performance with existent MAS learning algorithms?

Provided the huge number of MAS learning mechanisms, it is useful to clarify the
scope of the present work. The focus is extracting valuable information about the
performance of Tag mechanism compared to very basic MAS learning algorithms. A
good reason for choosing basic mechanisms is the fact that implementing Tags is
extremely easy, and related computational cost very low, enabling for very large
scalability. We purposely require the same feature from the rest of mechanisms
selected for comparison. We explore the behavior of Tag mechanism in new domains,
fully cooperative settings as opposed to those with agents having incentives to freeride. Consequently, we concentrate on Tag mechanism evaluation in the simulation,
and we do not cover in the same level of detail the rest of MAS learning mechanisms.
We refer to related papers to cover in detail the variations on the rest of learning
algorithms.
The results of the simulations show good performance for the Tag mechanism
compared with alternatives, in both the cooperation and competition games. The
contributions are twofold: We extend the knowledge of Tags in competitive settings
(PD) by comparing its performance with other learning algorithms, and we identify
novel scenario applications for the Tag mechanism, namely improved scalability of
fully cooperative MAS settings. This opens a new path of applications of the Tag
mechanisms, improving the scalability of cooperative learning agents, just by
structuring the population of agents in groups and evolving these groups following the
Tag algorithm (that is applying a process of group selection).
The rest of the paper structures as follows. Section 2 evaluates related work,
relating its contributions to this paper. Section 3 details simulation environment, the
Tag mechanism model and the alternative learning mechanisms simulated. Section 4
shows the core results: presents the experimental setup and the performance results on
Tags compared with the alternative coordination mechanisms in both competitive and
cooperative scenarios. A final subsection discussing the results and its applications is
provided. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2 Related Work
In addition to the seminal research by Holland [HOLLAND93] and later by Riolo
[RIOLO00] in the IPD setting and Hales [HALES00] in the one-shot PD setting,
several recent papers have studied in-depth different aspects of Tag models. We
present a summary of the most important conclusions and compare their contribution
to ours.
In [HOWLEY05], the emergence of cooperation in simple Tag models
incorporating IPD is studied by simulation. The results signal the importance of
population viscosity (understood as static populations) in promoting cooperation
between agents. Their simulation also proves that high Tag spaces are required for the
emergence of cooperation. Although the number of total Tag values used by the
agents fall significantly after the initial generations, the large number of Tags in the
beginning is essential. The Tag mechanism has the ability to marginalize non
cooperative behaviors over the initial populations

In the models from [MCDONALD05], it is confirmed by simulation that
cooperation in Tag models is evolved based on fitness if sufficient number of new
groups are created via mutation. There has to be enough groups such that the rate of
destruction via invasion by defectors is less than the formation of new groups by
mutation. More interestingly, they build a partial theoretical characterization of this
model, throwing the conclusion that Tag systems are merely promoting mimicry,
rather than cooperation. In order to test this hypothesis, they build a model with
agents playing a pure anti-coordination game instead of the PD. They conclude that in
systems when cooperation requires complementary agents, Tags are not leading to
cooperation. However, simulations by Hales [HALES04b] and Edmonds
[EDMONDS06] show that some level of specialization can be derived between agents
using Tags.
The two papers evaluated so far give a comprehensive evaluation on basic Tag
mechanism behavior in PD settings (as pioneered by Riolo and Hales) but contrary to
our paper, they do not provide any comparison with alternative learning mechanism.
Also they focus on competitive scenarios and do not target fully cooperative games.
Research in [AVIV05] extends the use of Tags to interaction between groups, and
not just to segment the population on groups of interacting agents as in previous
models. The results of the simulations show that Tags incorporate some level of
reciprocity between groups. In [ALKEMADE05] they present a Tag model
incorporating sexual reproduction (recombination) of agents. Analyzing this model
they find occasional formation of very stable cooperative societies, able to resists
invasion of mimics (defecting agents with the Tag of a cooperative agent). Both
models presents very interesting extensions of Tag mechanism, but no comparison
with alternatives is present.
Perhaps the work which can be considered closer to this paper is presented in
[COHEN99]. Here a wide comparison between many interaction-biasing processes is
performed, which includes several topology-based, others based on random networks
of neighbours and also Tags. The extensive simulation includes strategy variations
and adaptation process variations for each of the interaction-biasing processes. The
important result they achieve is that context-preservation, topologically-based or not,
is essential in promoting cooperation. Tags are found to perform in-between full
context preservation topological-based interaction processes and no context
preservation process. In the Tag interaction process neighbours will tend to be chosen
from a pool of like-Tagged agents, which is much smaller sized than the whole
population of agents. This leads to an increasing probability of context preservation.
This confirms the hypothesis by Howley [HOWLEY05] on viscosity requirements in
Tag mechanisms, coming back to the findings on biological population’s viscosity by
Hamilton [HAMILTON71]. In contrast to our simulations, IPD is used here and not
one-shot PD. Also, performance comparison is targeted in this paper specifically
towards interaction processes analysis, rather than mechanisms understood as a
system coordination artefact as in our case. This makes both comparative
examinations complementary.

3 System model and learning mechanisms

3.1 System model: Cooperation and competition models
We use two fundamental games of game theory in order to represent the two basic
scenarios: These are cooperation, where roughly individual and social welfare match,
and competition of conflicting interests, where this is not necessarily the case (e.g.
social dilemmas). The pure coordination game and the prisoner’s dilemma
respectively abstract those concepts.
The PD (Table 1) is a type of non-zero-sum game in which two players try to get
rewards by cooperating with or betraying the other player. In the PD, cooperating is
strictly dominated by defecting (i.e., betraying one's partner). Since in any situation
playing defect is more beneficial than cooperating, all rational players will play defect
(Nash Equilibrium). The unique Nash equilibrium for this game is a Paretosuboptimal solution—that is, rational choice leads the two players to both play defect
even though each player's individual reward would be greater if they both played
cooperate. The challenge is to provide incentives in the repeated game for the agents
to achieve the Pareto optimal solution maximizing population welfare, mutual
cooperation. Let T stand for Temptation to defect, R for Reward for mutual
cooperation, P for Punishment for mutual defection and S for Sucker's payoff. The
following inequality must hold in a PD: T > R > P > S. If the game is iterated or
repeated, the mutual cooperation total payment must exceed the temptation total
payment: 2 R > T + S.

P1 cooperates
P1 defects

P2 cooperates
R,R
T,S

P2 defects
S,T
P,P

Table 1: PD Game
The pure coordination game is symmetric, two player, two strategies, with payoff
matrix as given in Table 2. In the coordination game the following holds: A>C and
D>B. Rational players will cooperate on either of the two strategies to receive a high
payoff. Players in the game must agree on one of the two strategies in order to receive
a high payoff. If the players do not agree, they receive a lower payoff. This game
represents a common scenario in MAS systems when many agents’ goals are to be
aligned, leading to very suboptimal outcomes when this is not the case.

P1 action 1
P1 action 2

P2 action 1
A,A
C,C
Table 2: Coordination Game

P2 action 2
B,B
D,D

3.2 Tag mechanism model
The proposed Tag model (see algorithm in figure 1) is close to TagWorld
[HALES00], except a few details: We bootstrap the agents randomly into a number of
groups (identified by a Tag) from the beginning, as opposed to Hales model where
agents begin each one with a randomly given Tag. This initial bootstrapping is
motivated to better model real scenarios where organizations are already in some
specific configuration; as expected we did not find any impact for the two games
analyzed of this initial bootstrapping. The second difference is that we explicitly
forbid agent operation outside the group In the case of not finding a suitable mate in
his own group the agent just skips operation in this round and goes directly to
evolution phase. This should not make a big difference since isolated agents tend to
migrate to other groups looking for bigger payoffs. This is motivated by the concern
of keeping the group as the scope for agent operation. The last difference is that we
mutate just Tags and do not introduce mutation in strategies. This is unnecessary for
the emergence of cooperation/coordination (contrarily to Tag mutation). Equivalent
effect to action mutation can be attained introducing noise in the game play, but this is
not the point we target here. We refer to Hales [HALES00] for an analysis of strategy
mutation impact and the robustness of the Tag mechanisms to it.

Bootstrap agents in groups
LOOP a number of rounds
LOOP each group
LOOP each agent in the group ( operationphase)
Interact with another agent from the group(i.e. same Tag)
Collect Payoff
ENDLOOP
ENDLOOP
LOOP each agent in the population (evolutionphase)
Select partner agentsin the population
If partner outperformsagent
Then copy partner Tag (migrate to its group) and action
Mutate: agent applies probabilisticTag mutation
ENDLOOP
ENDLOOP

Figure 1: Proposed Tag algorithm
The interaction involves Tag-biased mate selection (i.e. within the group) and
bilateral playing of the game. The corresponding payoff is collected just by initiator
agent. The evolution phase is ruled by evolutionary learning, replication of the fittest.

This is common in all Tag models from Riolo to Hales and others. Summarizing, the
Tag mechanism model is very close to the one by Hales, except several details. The
difference comes from the type of interactions; we will test the performance in pure
coordination scenarios also, not only in social dilemma games such as PD.
Implicit assumptions of the Tag mechanism is that agents are capable of comparing
utilities and relating them to actions, which is the case for the proposed games given
that the agents know the payoff matrix. Different applications than the games tested
here may require adequate services to assess/compare utilities. Another assumption is
that a reliable discovery mechanism allows agents to locate other agents sharing the
same Tag (i.e. belonging to the same group) and agents are able to communicate
exchanging information. Scalability issues arising in practical applications from this
assumption can be mitigated by sorting agents in groups following its Tags, reducing
search spaces.

3.3. MAS learning algorithms selection
In order to achieve scalability in opens systems, we limit the type of coordination
mechanism allowed to those meeting a set of conditions targeting scalability and
practical issues: Being simple to implement (that means deploy and use) in real
systems; not imposing computational or other expensive requirements on the agents;
not requiring central coordination component (i.e. self-organizing). Properties are
expected to emerge at the system level from individual agent’s interaction. We
exclude team learning and coalition formation literature from the set of mechanisms
selected. Traditionally, most of the coalition formation algorithms are rather
theoretical models based in deliberative agents. Limitations of these algorithms that
render them inapplicable to large scale distributed systems are a high computational
complexity, and unrealistic assumptions regarding the availability of information
[SHEHORY04]. Some novel coalition formation mechanism could be incorporated in
a simulation with more different scenarios [LERMAN00] [KRAUS03], though this is
left for future work.
From the set of possible MAS mechanism to include in the simulation complying
with the characteristics above, we have selected two important agent strategies
emerging from game theory IPD tournaments, namely TFT and the Pavlov strategy
(also called win stay, loose shift). We have introduced a simple Reinforcement
Learning (RL) algorithm based on the extensions on the Pavlov strategy. Still in the
camp of RL, we consider a basic Q-Learning algorithm. The last learning mechanism
we have incorporated is a simple genetic algorithm for the whole population, with
mimicry of the fittest alternative. It is important to notice that the proposed Tag
algorithm incorporates the same evolutionary algorithm, with the only difference of
splitting the population in groups. We use the following alternative learning
mechanisms for the comparison:
- Generalized TFT, with random initialization of the action. This differs from original
TFT definition [AXELROD81], but this is normal if we consider that the strategy is
applied to the whole population, which would render a trivial game by starting all
agents from cooperation. For the PD scenario TFT means player defect just if

previous partner did so. Here TFT is applied to one-shot interactions with successive
agents, which is a big difference from typical TFT applied in IPD tournaments. The
purpose is to show how the population effectively converges to coordinated outcomes
under this simple strategy, even in one-shot interactions. For the pure coordination
game, TFT means to blindly copy previous partner agents, in the hope of having the
whole population converging via this heuristic. Though this is of improbable success,
we keep all learning mechanisms in both games to render some symmetry in the
comparison.
- WSLS (Win stay, loose shift) or Pavlov strategy [NOWAK93]. Here an agent
defects only if both the players did not agree on the previous move. It is a kind of TFT
complement. The idea behind WSLS is to make agents responding partner agent
moves following its experienced utilities, rather than partner’s previous moves as in
TFT. This makes the agents more reactive to their own experiences. The intuition is
that emergence of coordination will be harder in one-shot scenarios than in IPD, since
agents will have harder time relating utility to actions leading to payoff increases.
- RL: Basic Reinforcement Learning algorithm. Reinforcement Learning has been
widely studied in agent theory (mostly in static environments) and in MAS settings.
However the body of work in multi-agent RL is still small, contrasting with the
literature on single-agent learning, as well as the literature on learning in game theory
[SOHAM03]. It has been problematic extending convergence results to stochastic
games. Consider for example the algorithm in [WAKANO01]: The RL formula for
the agent internal state (Equation 1) can be explained as follows: We have for the
agent an internal state, h, representing its satisfaction level. The learning player plays
C (cooperation) when h>0, otherwise D (defection). If C is played and the resulting
score f is larger than s (a fixed constant aspiration level), h increases, if smaller than s,
then h decreases. Conversely successful D decreases h and vice-versa. The constant
aspiration level s is taken in the interval 1≤ s ≤3, in concrete we set s to 2. See more
details about how this relates with the payoffs we use for the PD in [WAKANO01].
As for the pure coordination game, it is expected a good performance of this
algorithm.
∆h = a ⋅sgn( f − s) ⋅sgn(h)
(1)
- Q-Learning:
Q-learning [WATKINS89] is a form of RL algorithm that does not need a model of
its environment and can be used on-line. Its convergence conditions have been widely
studied, but convergence results in MAS have been always hard to achieve, rendering
most of the advances to plausible heuristics [MUNOZ06]. We chose the simpler Qlearning available with typical values for the parameters including e-greedy selection.
Again it is expected a good performance for the coordination game. For the PD, we
have precedent studies showing good results for the IPD [SANDHOLM96]. However
the performance in one-shot PD might differ from the one in IPD scenarios. We use
the formula given in Equation 2 for Q-value updating. In this formula, α is the
learning rate, the bigger the learning rate the more important is the impact of
environment reinforcement. We set up a learning rate of 0.5. As for the Q-value

selection, we use e-greedy policy with a probability of 0.1 of exploring randomly and
a probability of 0.9 of exploiting the highest Q-value.
Qi,t+1 ← Qi,t + α(r − Qi,t)

(2)

- Evolutionary (Evo): Just applies the most basic evolutionary learning, agents
reproduce asexually copying the action played by the fittest partner they find. In our
setting each agent chooses a partner randomly and copies its action if the agent
outperforms him. In the same way that previous strategies (TFT and WSLS) and
learning from reward mechanisms (basic RL, Q-learning) are used to decide and
evolve the agent’s next action, the evolutionary learning mechanisms (Evo and Tags)
are used to derive next actions. What gets copied are agents actions (e.g. cooperate or
defect for the PD, 0 or 1 for the pure coordination game) and not strategies (e.g. RL
strategy, TFT strategy, etc). Since the evolutionary algorithm is also used in the Tag
mechanism itself, the comparison can be used to further evaluate which building
blocks from typical Tag mechanisms are promoting cooperation/coordination and
how. For a full theoretical evaluation of this type evolutionary algorithm in a varied
range of mutation levels, see [WILLENSDORFER05].

4 Experimental results and discussion
Given a population of N agents playing repeatedly one-shot PD and the pure
coordination game, we want to compare the performance of several coordination
mechanisms in order to maximize social welfare.

4.1 Experimental setup
We build a simulator in java enabling the implementation of different agent
coordination protocols. Relevant parameters for the simulator are shown in table 3.
We fix a population of 100 agents, a representative size big enough to consider
emergence in Tag-based coordination. Each experiment run is composed of 500
rounds to be able to average results over long runs. Tag mutation rate is fixed in the
comparison with alternative MAS coordination mechanisms to m=0.01, a normal
value in TagWorld, high enough to promote variability without fully destabilizing the
systems. This is a typical value widely used in previous Tag mechanism studies.
NAME

VALUE

NUMBER OF ROUNDS

500 (fixed)

AGENT POPULATION

100 (fixed)

TAG MUTATION PROBAB m

0.001, 0.01, 0.1

Table 3: Experimental parameters

Agents are initialized with random actions in all cases, and given an initial Tag (in
the case of the Tag mechanism). We instantiate the matrices for the PD and
coordination games as shown in table 4. The payoffs for the PD are coherent with
condition (2). The payoffs for the pure coordination game are the canonical.
PD
Cooperate
Defect

Cooperate
3,3
4,1

Defect
1,4
1,1

//
//
//

COORD
Strategy 1
Strategy 2

Action 1
1
-1

Action 2
-1
1

Table 4: Payoff Matrix instantiation

4.2 Performance comparison in the PD Game
For the PD game we measure two scores: Cooperation Level, the population
percentage cooperating; varies on the range 0 to 1. Average Utility: Social Welfare;
the population average utility. The bounds are 1(Sucker payoff) and 4(Temptation
payoff). We are interested in the long term behavior of the Tag mechanism compared
to the rest of mechanisms. We calculate on each round the average of the property
(Cooperation Level or Average Utility) over the total number of rounds (500). We
repeat the experiment for each parameters configuration 10 times and calculate the
average with standard deviation as result of the experiment for each setting. The
results are shown in table 5. We provide additional graphical display of a sample
experiment run in figure 2.
PD GAME
MECHANISM

TFT
WSLS

AV
UTILITY
MEAN
2,72
2,23

AV
UTILITY
SD
± 0,42
± 0,01

/////

RL

1,72

± 0,48

± 0,01

/////

QL

2,37

± 0,01

0,02

±0,01

/////

EVO

1,27

±0,03

0,98

± 0,01

/////

TAGS
(m=0.01)

2,84

± 0,02

COOP
LEVEL
SD
± 0,32
± 0,01

/////

PD GAME
MECHANISM

TFT
WSLS

COOP
LEVEL
MEAN
0,87
0,5

/////
/////

RL

0,20

± 0,23

QL

0,52

EVO
TAGS
(m=0.01)

Table 5: Performance comparison for the PD.
Mean and standard deviation over 10 experiment runs

Cooperation Level
( PD GAME)

TFT

WSLS

RL

QL

EVO

TAGS

CooperationLevel

1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0

50

100

150

200

Round

Figure 2: Performance results for a PD Game
From figure 2, we see in the long run similar performance of TFT and Tags in
emerging total cooperation in the PD, but several rounds before in Tag-based models.
The same stable pattern holds in rounds 200-500, hence we cut it. From the long run
tabular results (Table5) we see a higher variance on the TFT mechanism in reaching
cooperation, i.e. more unstable. Pavlov strategy (WSLS) is just able to maintain the
initial random distribution of strategies, and never converges to any pure cooperation
or defection. The simple RL mechanism performs badly; one-shot PD is harder
scenario than IPD for coordination. Q-Learning mechanism maintains a stable
equilibrium between cooperative and non cooperative agents but is not able to
promote further cooperation. From the tabular results in table 5 we see an important
difference on the variance, much higher in RL, proving a better stability on the QLearning. The evolutionary mechanism is not able to sustain cooperation. This
confirms that niches formed by dividing the population in groups sharing Tag are
essential in promoting cooperation (the context preservation referred in [COHEN99]).

4.3 Performance comparison in the Pure Coordination Game
For the Coordination Game we measure the Average Utility or Social Welfare. The
bounds are 1(total coordination) and -1 (total uncoordinated behavior).
COORD GAME MECHANISM
TFT
WSLS
RL
QL
EVO
TAGS (m=0.01)

AV UTILITY MEAN
-0,01
-0,01
-0,00
0,05
0,94
0,95

AV UTILITY SD
± 0,01
± 0,01
± 0,01
± 0,01
±0,01
± 0,01

Table 6: Performance comparison for the Coordination Game.
Mean and standard deviation over 10 experiment runs

Average Utility
( COORD GAME)

TFT

W SLS

RL

QL

EVO

TAGS

AverageUtility

1
0,5
0
0

50

100

150

200

-0,5
-1
Round

Figure 3: Performance results for the Coordination Game
Considering the pure coordination game (table 6, figure 3), TFT and WSLS are not
helpful (as expected). The RL does not achieve any important improvement. The
more elaborate Q-Learning algorithm is able to evolve a small level of coordination,
This result is unexpected since reinforcement learning agents should achieve good
performance in a so simple coordination game. However, again we recall multiagent
RL literature on the controversy of convergence results in multiagent settings
[BOWLING 00]. Our simulation shows two (basic) reinforcement learning
mechanisms not converging on the PD and pure cooperation game scenarios. In
contrast, Tags are able to coordinate the population. The evolutionary algorithm also
performs very well. We conclude that it is the evolutionary aspect from Tag
mechanisms which is mostly provoking the convergence of actions in fully
cooperative domains.

4.4 Discussion and applications
We summarize here the most important conclusions of this comparative study. First,
the Tag mechanism shows a very good performance in both scenarios, PD and pure
coordination game. This confirms in broader MAS scope previous work by Riolo,
Hales and others (see section 2) and extends the state of the art of Tag mechanism
applied to fully cooperative domains. This expands Tag mechanisms from just social
dilemmas and competitive settings to a full range of MAS applications, bridging its
application to both competitive and cooperative multiagent learning fields
[DURFEE94]. Second, we show how all the rest of simple MAS learning mechanism
have worse performance in both competitive and cooperative scenarios, in the
repeated one-shot games settings. It has been surprisingly found a bad performance of
the reinforcement learning agents (simple RL and Q-Learning) in both games;
especially surprising in the case of pure cooperation game. We propose two plausible
reasons for this to happen: First the problems of RL with convergence in MAS
settings anticipated in literature [BOWLING 00]. Second the fact that interactions are

not iterated, rendering a much more unpredictable context for agents interactions. In
such environment, simple model-free reinforcement learning agents get a hard time
coordinating actions.
Tag mechanisms are a very promising mechanism for evolving swarms of agents
into optimized outcomes. The applications of these results are varied in open MAS, in
demanding scenarios where alternative learning mechanisms might fail or prove
inapplicable due to computational requirements limitations. The most compelling are
those envisaged for coordination purposes in Service Oriented Architectures
[HUHNS05] and Next Generation Computational Grids [NGG06]. In this latter
scenario, the management of first level system entities, Virtual Organizations (VOs),
can be mapped directly to the concept of a group (identified by a Tag). In fact, most
of the slight variations we introduced on the TagWorld model (see section 3.2) target
the full alignment with the original VO concept from Grid computing domain. A
research agenda has been outlined in [CHAO06], and partially addressed in the form
of an application to automatic alignment of resource management policies in VOs
[CHAO07a].

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper Tags are for the first time compared by simulation with alternative
mechanisms for coordinated learning in MAS populations. We target open MAS,
hence we do not make costly assumptions on agent rational or computational
capabilities. It is a requirement for us that coordination strategies prove simple and
scalable. Tags are the simple, requiring for the agent just maintaining a marker visible
to the rest of agents and show equal or better performance in the two games than any
other of the mechanisms tested. Tags still remaining loosely coupled with the system,
which enables, rather than substitution, for complementarities with other MAS
coordination mechanisms. An example of this complementarily can be found in
[CHAO07b], showing a mechanism which uses Tags optimizing decentralized Grid
markets.
As we have reviewed in section 2, many related work has evaluated Tag
mechanism internals for the IPD. Direct relation of the emergence of cooperation with
mechanism parameters such as Tag space length and mutation rate is clearly
identified and analyzed. However no prior study has evaluated how Tag mechanism
performs in one-shot PD, compared to the alternative MAS learning algorithms. With
the experiments from section 4, we have addressed this lack of comparability. We
have found that Tags effectively work as indirect reciprocity enabler. Most of the
algorithms had a hard time stabilizing their learning in the one-shot PD setting.
Reciprocity built on repeated interaction with a same partner (as for TFT in IDP
settings) or static contexts (as in single agent reinforcement learning) reveal crucial
factors for the rest of the mechanism in order to achieve accurate learning. The basic
strength of Tag mechanism is that it shows robust behavior in a demanding setting
where other single MAS coordination mechanisms fail. Apart from reputation
mechanisms, there are very few mechanisms addressing indirect reciprocity. Tags
generate indirect reciprocity without the need of complex, system dependent

reputation management, and perform well compared with alternatives. A partially
theoretical analysis of all the mechanism enabling indirect reciprocity (including the
group selection process behind Tag mechanism) can be found in [NOWAK06].
As for the pure coordination game, Tags achieve a good performance while the rest
of the mechanisms again have problems coping with short-term interaction. The
evolutionary mechanism is the exception, achieving a comparable performance. It is
the evolutionary learning present in Tag mechanism the main driver of performance
increases in this scenario. An important open issue in state-of-the-art Tag models is
how to achieve coordination between complementary policies, which is difficult since
Tags promote basically mimicry [MCDONALD05]. A solution to this issue may
involve changes on the evolution of agent strategies when entering new groups, or
alternatively trying more elaborate Tag similarity measures for interaction biasing.
Future work will comprise three basic areas. The first area is Tag mechanism
extension to multiple Tags per agent and variations on the learning, using alternatives
to evolutionary learning. Complementing the simulation approach with theoretical
analysis, such as proposed in [GOTTS03] can elucidate better simulation scenarios,
leading to improved accuracy. The second area consist on extending the comparison
to more general coordination and organizational mechanisms, such as decentralized
markets [EYMANN05] and tokens [XU06], and explore combinations between them
(Tags are highly modular hence bear easy integration with existent mechanisms).
Including scalable coalition-formation mechanisms [SHEHORY04] could also be
done in this second comparison paper. A third area of improvement is on realistic
models, beyond coordination games. In such models payoffs are based on real tasks
execution modeling [GALSTYAN05] and not in abstract matrix. Deployment of Tags
in a real prototype can lead to a performance evaluation of Tags in real networks
settings.
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